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Fund: United ASEAN Discovery Fund
As at 31 May 2022
Performance Update
For the month of May, the Fund registered a return of -2.15%.
In May, global equities were mostly mixed as investors focused on elevated inflation and tightening US Fed’s
monetary policy. US inflation data for April came in at an annualized rate of 8.3%, indicating that prices for US
goods and services increased at a slower rate mom but still remained elevated. At the same time, US Fed governor,
Christopher Waller, advocated for the central bank to raise interest rates at every meeting until inflation is curbed.
The MSCI All Country ASEAN Index (MXSO) declined 1.9% to close at 673 points. The decline was led by Singapore
equities which saw the Straits Times Index dipping 3.7% in May. The Singapore benchmark index mirrored the
losses on Wall Street as investors were wary of elevated inflation. Singapore’s core inflation data for April was 3.3%
yoy (up from 2.9% in March) driven by higher energy and food costs. The Singapore Dollar strengthened by 0.9%
against the US Dollar.
During the month, key contributors of the fund were Berjaya Food, PTTEP and Indofood CBP. Berjaya Food reported
strong set of quarterly results meanwhile PTTEP becomes contributor due to rising oil price. Besides, Indofood
reported an attractive valuation after the selldown in share price.
In contrast, key detractors of the fund during the month were AllHome, EcoWorld and XL Axiata. EcoWorld and XL
Axiata. On the other hand, AllHome’s share price dropped during May due to results below expectation.

Strategy Moving Forward
In the near term, the market is expected continue to be influenced by tightening monetary policy, elevated
inflation, and slowing economic growth. Against this backdrop, we have de-risked the Fund and raised some cash
with the view of redeploying it when there is greater clarity on the global market. We expect Asean markets to be
a relatively defensive region as it has limited direct linkage with Russia and certain countries namely Indonesia and
Malaysia are benefitting from reopening and rising commodities prices. We prefer value/reopening over growth,
favoring financials and consumer.
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Stock Commentary
Stocks
MR DIY

Country
Malaysia

Sector
Consumer Products
& Services

Berjaya Food

Malaysia

Consumer Products
& Services

Bank Negara
Indonesia

Indonesia

Financials

Bank Rakyat

Indonesia

Financials

Thai Bev

Singapore

Consumer Staples

Income Distribution
Date
23 February 2022

Award

Yield
2.70%

Remarks
 MR DIY is the largest home improvement retailer in
Malaysia.
 Future growth will be underpinned by store
expansion.
 Benefit from reopening and cost cutting measures


We like the company’s new strategy to improve
asset quality.
 Its valuation is at a discount to the peers.
 Benefit from economy reopening.
 We expect ROE to improve supported by loan
growth and normalization of credit cost.
 Expect sales to recover as economy activities
normalize
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Important Notice and Disclaimers
This information shall not be copied, or relied upon by any person for whatever purpose. The information
herein is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information only.
These documents are for general information only and do not take into account your objectives, financial
situations or needs. These slides are not an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice to buy or sell
any investment product, including any collective investment schemes or shares of companies mentioned
within. The information contained in these slides, including any data, projections and underlying
assumptions are based upon certain assumptions, management forecasts and analysis of information
available and reflects prevailing conditions and our views as of the date of the document, all of which are
subject to change at any time without notice.
You should be aware that investments carry risks. Please consider the fees and charges involved before
investing. UOB Asset Management (Malaysia) Berhad does not guarantee any returns on the investments.
In preparing these slides, UOBAM(M) has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the
accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise
reviewed by UOBAM(M). UOBAM(M) does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or
completeness of the information herein for any particular purpose, and expressly disclaims liability for any
error, inaccuracy or omission. UOBAM(M) and its employees shall not be held liable for any decision or
action taken based on the views expressed or information contained within this publication. Any opinion,
projection and other forward looking statement regarding future events or performance of, including but
not limited to, countries, markets or companies is not necessarily indicative of, and may differ from actual
events or results. Nothing in this publication constitutes accounting, legal, regulatory, tax or other advice.
The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives, financial situation and particular needs of
any specific person. You may wish to seek advice from a professional or an independent financial adviser
about the issues discussed herein or before investing in any investment product. Should you choose not
to seek such advice, you should consider carefully whether the investment or product is suitable for you
or your organization.
UOB Asset Management (Malaysia) Berhad (Company No. 199101009166 (219478-X))

